
Break out the sunscreen, the hats and sunglasses!  
What? Vacation? No way- - -it’s time for... 

That’s right!  May 26th is right around the corner.   We’ve totally gone insane!-Over 575 
kids and an entire staff will take on the New Hope-Solebury Lower/Upper Elementary 
School on Friday, May 26th for a day of fun!

What do you have to do?  Hey, we always save the good stuff for last.  We take care of 
the set-up, clean up and organizational end.  You need to monitor students as they 
move from station to station (grass field, gym, & LGI).  Lunch will be served from 12-
12:35 p.m.  All students will eat outside. You need to report to lunch on time.  
Lunch/quit time will be outside!

Included with this packet is the list of challenges your junior ninja’s will participate in. 
Grade level ninja’s will travel together and participate in all the assigned 
challenges/activities. The ultimate goal of field day is to have fun.

When you arrive at each event, there will be officials to run the activity.  Please help by 
making sure the crew is ready to go.  In addition, we need your help in the 
discipline, teamwork, and sportsmanship area. 



General Notes

Please be at lunch on time and have your students leave at the appropriate time.
During the day, your responsibility is to monitor students.  Make sure that each crew 
is working together and not wondering off with members from another crew. 
There will be officials at each event throughout the day.  If you have any questions, 
please ask the officials or Mr. DiTulio. Please remember that the goal of the day is to 
have FUN!!!  If you have a discrepancy with an official, rule, or question, please speak 
with the official away from the kids.  Many of our officials do not do these games on a 
daily basis, so please bear with any errors that may occur.  If the game can go on 
without giving an unfair advantage to one team and the calls are consistent, let’s have 
some fun!!!  All of the activities are adjusted to include all students, keep everyone 
involved, and help relax some of the ‘killer’ competitiveness.  While it is hard to not get 
crazed and go for it all, kids will look to our reactions to any situations.

Guidelines for a Fun, Safe & comfortable Field Day!!!
“Dress for the weather”

1. Please wear comfortable shoes.  No sandals, crocs, clogs or open-toe shoes.

2. Layer your clothes: T-shirt & shorts with sweatpants or wind pants, &
a sweatshirt or light jacket.  The grass is wet in the morning so you
may want to bring an extra pair of socks or shoes.

3. Apply sunscreen (15 & above) at home before coming to school.  Also,
remember to bring sunscreen with you!

4. You may bring a small backpack to keep extra items in.  (Water bottle, socks,
sunglasses, sunscreen, off, etc.).

5. Last but not least, wear your NHS Ninja Warrior FIELD DAY T-SHIRT!



BACKGROUND:  Our “NHS Ninja Warrior” Field Day is designed to take place during the morning 
and afternoon for a total of 585 students.  The purpose is to provide children with the opportunity to 
use the teamwork and leadership skills they learned in our cooperative learning unit in a real situation.  
This event is the culmination of a cooperative games and challenges unit and was based on the 
popular TV show “American Ninja Warrior”.  Each junior ninja crew (classroom) will be responsible for 
making a Ninja Warrior flag and must perform the ninja jump dance during FD.  All students will report 
to homeroom for attendance/lunch count.  At 8:55 a.m. classes will be called to the Ninja Warrior 
stage (Gym). 
 
OPENING CEREMONY:  Our Opening Ceremony will consist of the following: 

● Procession of junior ninja crews to Ninja Stage (gym) 
● American Ninja Warrior music  
● Welcome by Mr. DiTulio 
● National Anthem performed by Mr. Weir’s Advanced Orchestra 
● Recognition of participating junior ninja’s, class obstacles & flag bearer 
●  (In this order: K Obstacles: Quintuple Steps, Hill Climb, Prism Tilt, & Spinning log. 1st Grade 

Obstacles: Log Grip, Balance Bridge, Halfpipe Attack, & Tarzan Rope. 2nd Grade Obstacles: 
Spider Climb, Salmon Ladder, Spinning Bridge, & Grip Hang. 3rd grade Obstacles: Swing 
Ladder, Metal Spin, Walking Bar, & Fly Bar. 4th Grade Obstacles: Propeller Bars, Ring Toss, 
Curtain Cling & Devil Steps.  5th Grade Obstacles: Cliffhanger, Bungee Rope Climbing, 
Roulette Wheel, Spider Flip, & the Warped Wall. 

● Ninja Warrior FD Oath-Winner to be selected on 5/22 
● Let the Games begin! 
 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:  
  
8:25-8:50-Crew members-students report to main deck (Homeroom). Attendance/lunch count & 
morning meeting 
8:55-9:10-All junior ninja’s & crew members report to Ninja Stage for Opening Ceremony (Gym) 
9:10-9:35-Opening Ceremonies 
9:45-11:35-Morning Ninja Challenges-6 
11:35-11:55-All students & staff report to middle of grass field for K, 1 & 2nd grade Tug-of –War.  All 
3rd-5th grade students will sit & watch tug-of-war. Listen for air horn. 
12-12:35-Bagged lunch outside 
12:35-12:40-All captains will pick up their crew members and report back to next scheduled activity 
12:45-2:35-Afternoon Ninja Challenges-6 
2:35-2:55-All students & staff report to middle of grass field for 3rd-5th grade Tug-of-War.  All K-2nd 
grade students will watch. Listen for air horn. 
3:00-3:15-Staff event/closing ceremony.  All hands on deck! Ninja dance song performed by entire 
crew! 
 
CLOSING CEREMONY:  Our Closing Ceremony will consist of the following: 

● Congratulations to all of the participating Junior Ninja Warriors 
● Announce Ninja Obstacle course winners (1 from each grade level) 
● Staff Event 
● Closing remarks by Mr. DiTulio 
● Popsickles in classroom 

 
 
 



NHS NINJA WARRIOR FIELD DAY EVENTS-2017 
 
Station #1-Warped Wall (Fun) 
All participate! The most iconic obstacle in American Ninja Warrior’s history. The junior ninja’s must 
scale a concave quarter-pipe by running up and grabbing the top of the wall, & end up on top.  Ninja’s 
will each get 2-3 attempts to conquer the 7 ft. or 9 ft. wall.  
Modifications: Student may choose the 7 ft. or 9 ft. wall to climb w/ IA assisting. Students need to 
push off & reach up 
 
Station #2-Cliffhanger (Competitive) 
All participate! The race is on to scale the rock wall. Each crew will line up at one side of the rock wall 
& scale the cliff to the center of the gym. Once the junior ninja gets to the center of rock wall, he will 
proceed through the obstacles (through the hoop, over/under), throw a frisbee, jump rope, jump 
hurdles and walk the stepping stones back to the starting point. Each junior ninja will go once. If time 
permits (most likely grades 3-5), have them go again for fun. 
Scoring: 10 points for the winning crew; 5 points for 2nd place 
Modifications: K-2 students as well as 3-5 students may need assistance directing them through the 
course. While on the rock wall, students may hold onto any color w/ hands & feet (except the red 
relief line) 
 
Station #3-Hungry Hippo Chowdown (Competitive) 
All participate! The referee yells “go” and the junior ninja’s (2 from each class) who are attached to 
their bungee cord make their way to the ball pit and grab as many balls as they can, then pedal 
backward and toss them in their mesh bag! Each ninja warrior will have 30 seconds to collect as many 
balls as possible. The class with the most balls wins! 
Scoring: 10 points for the winning crew; 5 points for 2nd place 
Modifications: Parent volunteers & IAs will assist putting on the harness to speed up the process 
 
Station #4-Round Ball Toss (Competitive) 
All participate!  Each junior ninja will have 3 attempts to successfully shoot a free throw. The crew 
that makes the most total shots wins! Each ninja will go 3 times. Parent volunteers will keep score. 
Scoring: 10 points for the winning crew; 5 points for 2nd place 
Modifications: For those that need it, use a lighter nerf ball. 
 
Station #5-Hydroblaster (Fun) 
All participate! Ninja members are dirty from working hard all day. Pump fastest to stay dry and burst 
the balloon onto your opponents. If you don’t pump fast enough, you will get soaked! When the 1st 
balloon pops, all 4 ninja’s are finished. Please do not allow students to continue until all 4 are soaked! 
Each junior ninja gets one turn on the hydroblaster. 
Modifications: Students may need assistance pumping the handle. 
 
Station #6-Big Baller (Fun) 
All participate! This giant obstacle course features four huge red inflatable balls surrounded by a blue 
ball pit resembling a moat filled with water. Junior ninja’s start on one side and must jump or run 
across the big balls to make it to the platform on the opposite side without falling in the water. The 
sides of this red and blue obstacle course are cushioned with zero shock technology and feels like 
falling into water. The sides of this red and blue obstacle course are cushioned and designed to make 



sure players who fall off the big red balls fall safely into the Zero Shock zones. 
Modifications: For those that need it, IAs will travel through obstacle course with student, assisting 
from red ball to red ball 

Station #7-Wrecking Ball (Competitive) 
All participate! Balancing atop their inflated pads, 4 junior ninja’s, 2 from each team attempt to grab 
and push the swinging “wrecking ball” into their opponents, trying to knock them off their pads. There 
will be a 45 second time limit per group of 4, unless winner is declared sooner. The last player 
standing is the champion!
Scoring: 10 points for the winning crew; 5 points for 2nd place 
Modifications: For those that need it, IAs will assist with student balance on platform 

Station #8-Jumping Spider Race (Competitive)
All participate! The course is incredibly difficult and unforgiving. Every run is a tense, physical 
spectacle. That’s right! All of your favorite junior ninja’s will get pushed to the limit in the ultimate 
field day classic race! On the signal to begin, divide each class in half at two cones & the first junior 
ninja from each crew will hop down to the other side and back. This process is repeated until all junior 
ninja’s have gone twice. The crew that finishes the relay race first wins!
Scoring: 10 points for the winning crew; 5 points for 2nd place
Modifications: Add an additional potato sack so that those that need it can go at their own pace 
alongside someone in their class. Also, the distance should be shortened for K-2 students 

Station #9-Balance Bridge (Fun)
All participate! All junior ninja’s must successfully cross the balance bridge without falling overboard, 
where hungry sharks await. The class with the most ninja members to successfully walk the balance 
bridge wins. Each junior ninja will go twice. 
Modifications: IAs/Parent volunteers can assist by holding one hand of those who need it. When 
transitioning from one plank to the other, it may be a good idea to have 1 helper on each side for 
balance. 

Station #10-Quintuple Steps (Fun) 
All participate! The junior ninja’s must jump across 10 platforms that are angled 30 & 45° degrees 
toward the center of a water pit, and then jump to the platform at the end. The platforms are 
positioned alternately, left and right, across the length of the pit.  
Modifications: For those that need it, IAs will travel through obstacle course with student. Also, 
student may choose to do just the the 30 degree angled platforms instead of the 45 degree angled 
platforms 

Station #11-Barbed Wire Crawl (Competitive) 
All participate! Two junior ninja’s from each team will crawl (army crawl) through the barb wire. Stay 
low the entire time until finishing. Run back to start area and tag the next player in line. First team 
finished and seated in a straight line wins! 
Scoring: 10 points for the winning crew; 5 points for 2nd place
Modifications: For those that need it, shorten the crawl distance 

Station #12-Pipe Rush (Competitive) 
All participate! The ultimate challenge! Junior Ninja’s will begin stepping through the tire-shaped 



obstacles, then through the climbing tubes, and unique pipe shaped stairs to the top, finishing down 
the slide! The first team finished & seated in a straight line wins! 
Scoring: 10 points for the winning crew; 5 points for 2nd place
Modifications: For those that need it, IAs will travel through obstacle course with students 

Giant Speed Stacking (Need to Chill Station) 
All participate!  The objective of the game is to convert the stacks of GIANT cups 
into a 3-3-3 pyramid. Convert the 3 pyramids back into the original stack of 3.  In other 
words, what goes up...must come down.  Each player will go once.  

Hill Climb (Need to Chill Station) 
All participate! Push the miniature sized bowling ball down the metal tracks with just the 
right touch! If the ball goes over the hump and does not come back over it, you win! 

*Note: These stations are only to be used if a student needs a break from the rest of the
tribe approved by the teacher leader & MUST be escorted by a staff member or parent volunteer. 
This break should be 2-3 minutes in length and then return back to class activity 




